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ABSTRACT  

 
How effective are anti-money laundering approaches to combat rampant illegal 

logging and forest destruction in Southeast Asia. In 2017, every second across the world, an 

area of forest more than the size of a football field was being clear-cut by illegal loggers. In 

Southeast Asia, more than 30% of the vast Borneo forest has been destroyed through logging, 

spread of plantations and large-scale industrialization. The rapid depletion of Borneo has 

threatened the security of hundreds of indigenous communities through land grabbing and 

degradation of the environment by large corporations and the government. Due to poor forest 

governance and the prevalence of corruption at the highest level of the state, traditional law 

enforcement measures have failed to curb this endemic issue. This paper will analyze an 

alternative approach of implementing anti-money laundering techniques to combat illegal 

logging and related forestry crimes. Estimates suggest that the criminal activity generates 

approximately US$10-$15 billion annually across the globe. These funds are often 

unregulated, untaxed and laundered from the source to different offshore accounts 

worldwide. The paper will illustrate the typology of illegal logging and money laundering 

and how an anti-money laundering framework could be effective in tracing the proceeds of 

illegal logging. By focusing on illegal logging patterns, current anti-money laundering 

legislation and the role of the state in contributing to deforestation in Indonesia and Malaysia, 

this paper aims to identify the structure of the criminal network in the region, the 

convergence of illicit financial flows between different criminal organizations, the role of 

state officials and the justice system in enabling unlawful activities and the effectiveness of 

implementing an alternative approach to combat forestry crimes in Southeast Asia.  
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Introduction 
 

In 2017, every second across the world, an area of forest more than the size of a 

football field was being clear-cut by illegal loggers. In Southeast Asia alone, the estimated 

value of illegal timber exports was approximately US$3.5 billion, untaxed revenue that could 

have been used towards infrastructure and social development. The depletion of forests in the 

region are driven primarily by the timber, palm oil, paper, pulp and rubber industries and the 

associated logging operations that these industries undertake. The rampant deforestation and 

degradation of forests in Southeast Asia has also contributed to climate change, greenhouse 

gas emissions and serious human rights violations as a result of unlawful land acquisition, 

related land conflicts with local communities and exploitative labor practices by the major 

industries in the region.1  

Despite the magnitude of the illicit forest economy and the resulting environmental 

and social impacts, forest related crimes tend to go undetected, unreported and often times 

ignored by governments and their law enforcement agencies. There are three primary reasons 

for this especially in timber-rich countries of Southeast Asia. Firstly, traditional forest 

enforcement and investigative methods that focus on following the illicit products have been 

effective in capturing low-level criminals rather than the individuals and criminal syndicates 

operating and financing the industry. Secondly, the prevalence of illegal logging is largely 

due to the involvement of corrupt law enforcement and state officials that deter any attempts 

to combat forestry crimes. Finally, a weak criminal justice system as a result of state level 

corruption and regulations that often treat environmental crimes as ‘quasi-criminal’ 

administrative offences create low barriers of entry to participate in illegal forest activities. 

Moreover, current efforts to combat illegal logging are preventive measures such as 

                                                
1Forest and Finance, “Is Your Money Destroying Rainforests?” https://forestsandfinance.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/04/FF_4pg_2019_04_vENG1.pdf. 
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implementing a verification and certification system to monitor the movement of illegal 

timber products. Source countries have made limited attempts to detect such illicit activity 

and to curb the problem at the source and target bigger players involved in the criminal 

network.  

One critical tool that can be effective at detecting the crime is to focus on the financial 

components of the illegal industry and the entities that fund large-scale projects and move the 

illicit proceeds in order to conceal the profits of the crime from the authorities. Financial 

institutions play an important role in enabling large-scale deforestation. Alongside financing 

forest-risk companies, they also serve as a channel to funnel the proceeds of illegal logging 

and the smuggling and exporting of forest products. Within Asia, Japanese, Chinese, 

Malaysian and Indonesian banks remain the largest financiers of forest-risk companies in 

Southeast Asia.2  By focusing on the financial dimension of the illicit forest industry and 

following the proceeds of the criminal activities, the core operators and the role key players 

of the organization can be detected. Therefore, the key objective of this paper is to analyze 

the alternate approach of using the global anti-money laundering framework in detecting and 

combating forestry crime in Southeast Asia. The analysis will aim to focus on the 

fundamentals of illegal logging, the nexus of forestry crimes and money laundering, the role 

of high level government officials and how an Anti-Money Laundering (AML) framework 

could be effective in tracing the proceeds of illegal logging and the associated criminal 

syndicates and individuals.  

The paper is broadly divided into three sections. The first section will illustrate the 

fundamental concepts of illegal logging and money laundering and the convergence of these 

                                                
2 Forest and Finance, “Japanese, Chinese, Malaysian and Indonesian banks remain largest financiers of forest-
risk companies in Southeast Asia - some progress made in ESG financing policies, but not nearly enough,” 
Forest and Finance Briefing, December 2018, http://forestsandfinance.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Forests-
Finance-Newsflash-New-data_EN.pdf. 
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two crimes. The following sections will consist of two case studies (1) Illegal Logging and 

the Anti-Money Laundering Approach in Indonesia and (2) State-Sponsored Logging and the 

1MDB Scandal in Malaysia. The case studies will help integrate the concepts discussed in the 

previous sections and put it in context with the issues in Southeast Asia. The Indonesian case 

study will analyze the history and typology of the country’s illegal logging industry, how the 

government has implemented the AML approach into its financial institutions and the 

effectiveness of the criminal justice system in prosecuting and penalizing these crimes. The 

Malaysian case study will primarily identify the practice and network of state-sponsored 

logging in the state of Sarawak and the role of the high-level state officials in enabling illegal 

logging and timber smuggling in the region. Based on these networks the case study will 

proceed to recognize potential links between the illicit timber corporation of Sarawak and the 

1MDB Scandal. Finally, the last section of the paper will conclude with the limitation and 

challenges of the AML approach and the future prospects of using this mechanism in 

combating illegal logging in Southeast Asia.  

 
I.   The Fundamentals of Illegal Logging and the Rising Security Threat  

Illegal logging is said to be the largest and most lucrative transnational environmental 

crime in the world. The term illegal logging and its related trade occurs when timber and 

other types of wood is harvested, transported, processed, bought or sold in violation of 

national or sub-national laws. It can also take place when forests are cleared for plantations, 

logging of protected and endangered species3 and when trees are intentionally damaged to be 

legally felled.4 Due to the various elements of illegal logging and deforestation, criminal 

violations occur at different points of the supply chain; for instance, illegally acquiring 

licenses to log in protected areas, acquiring land from indigenous communities on false 

                                                
3 See Appendix B: CITES List of Endangered Species. 
4 Pierre-Arnuad Chouvy, An Atlas of Trafficking in Southeast Asia (New York: I.B. Tauris 7 Co. Ltd, 2013), 
115. 
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pretenses, processing wood with fraudulent documents, exporting goods without paying 

export duties and financial misrepresentation and tax evasion to hide illicit profits.  

In addition, the wide network of this illicit industry results in the crossover of other 

crimes such as corruption, fraud, forgery, tax evasion and money laundering. The crossover 

of crimes allows illegally logged wood to be easily mixed in with legal products, making it a 

low risk, high profit operation. The masking of illicit goods with legitimate ones also causes 

significant loss to a country’s revenue and to the global market value of timber. 

Approximately 30% of the global timber trade is illegal with illicit operations valued at a 

US$100 billion annually.5 The large-scale practice of illegal logging has also depressed the 

global prices of timber by 7%-16%6 resulting in a disproportionate distribution of profits 

between the illicit economy and the state. The major timber producing countries are 

concentrated in the regions of Southeast Asia, Central Africa and the Amazon Basin, where 

approximately 50-90% of logging is illegal.7 Due to poor forest governance, high levels of 

corruption and weak implementation of international conventions related to sustainable forest 

management, Southeast Asia has the highest rate of deforestation with 1.2% of forest lost 

yearly, compared to 0.7% in Africa and 0.8% in Latin America.8 

While illegal logging and deforestation is the primary illicit activity, an important element 

of these operations is the laundering of the logged timber and wood products. Laundering is 

how illegal logs are moved, processed, exported, manufactured and spread to markets across 

the globe. There are several methods to launder illegal logs. The leading technique involves 

the mixing of illegally logged wood with legal ones. This is done by exceeding cutting quotas 

                                                
5 Christian Nellemann, Green Carbon, Black Trade: Illegal Logging, Tax Fraud and Laundering in The World's 
Tropical Forests. (Arendal: United Nations Environmental Program and INTERPOL, 2012), 13. 
6 Lieselot, Bisschop, Governance of the Illegal Trade in E-Waste and Tropical Timber: Case Studies on 
Transnational Environmental Crime (New York: Routledge, 2016), 109. 
7 Christian Nellemann, The Environmental Crime Crisis – Threats to Sustainable Development from Illegal 
Exploitation and Trade in Wildlife and Forest Resources. Arendal: United Nations Environmental Program and 
INTERPOL, 2014), 61. 
8 Ben Boer, Ross Ramsay and Donald Rothwell, “International Environmental Law in the Asia Pacific” 
International Environmental Law and Policy Series, (1998).  
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on-site of a legal operation to include illegal logs or by transporting illegal timber to a 

legitimate deforestation operation. Another increasingly common method is to filter illegal 

logs through real or “artificial” plantations, that exist only on paper and are then used by 

loggers to cut down existing forest and sell them as products of the plantations. Finally, 

obtaining plantation permits for bio-fuel or paper production companies and using them as a 

front to log and launder wood as plantation products is a common modus operandi practiced 

especially in Southeast Asia.   

Within the Asia-Pacific region, the primary source countries of illegal logs are Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Laos, Myanmar, Cambodia and Papua New Guinea. The illicit forest products are 

then smuggled to major regional hubs such as Singapore, South Korea, Vietnam and China, 

where they are processed and relabeled as legally harvested goods and re-exported to larger 

markets such as the United States, Japan and Europe.9 Approximately, 10 million cubic 

meters of illicit timber valued at US$3.5 billion is exported from Southeast Asia to the EU 

and other parts of Asia.10 Most of the demand in the region is driven by China due to its 

emerging position as a major wood-processing hub, its growing domestic market and its own 

ban on domestic logging in their national forests.11 Intra-regionally, Thailand imports illegal 

wood from Myanmar and Laos while Vietnam is the primary destination for Cambodian 

exports. On the supply side, Indonesia is the largest deforester in the world losing about 1.6 

to 2.8 million hectares to illegal logging and land conversion annually, and 40%-61% of 

timber production in Indonesia is believed to stem from illegal logging.12 Malaysia is another 

key player in the region and in addition to large-scale illegal logging, it is also an important 

                                                
9 Gregory Rose, Following the Proceeds of Environmental Crime: Forests, Fish and Filthy Lucre, (New York: 
Routledge, 2014), 22.  
10 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), Transnational Organized Crime in East Asia and the 
Pacific: A Threat Assessment. (Vienna: UNODC, 2013), 88. 
11 Marcena Hunter. “Tainted Timber” Global Initiative Against Transnational Organized Crime. April 18, 2018. 
https://globalinitiative.net/tainted_timber/.  
12 ibid. 
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processing center and a global smuggling and laundering hub for illegal timber. While Laos, 

Cambodia and Myanmar produce less timber than Malaysia and Indonesia they have a much 

higher share (88%-89%)13 of illegal timber in their production. The transportation and 

movement of illicit products cannot be made possible without a large network of agents, 

brokers and middle men in every country who facilitate illegal services like providing 

unauthorized permits, smuggling timber products, evading taxes and laundering money, 

making illegal logging one of the largest transnational organized crime networks in Southeast 

Asia. Figure 1 provides a basic representation of the flow of illegal logs in Southeast Asia; 

from the major source countries to select regional hubs for processing and labelling and 

finally, to the key import destinations of illegal Southeast Asian wood products.14  

 

                                                
13 Benno Pokorny. “Illegal Logging and Related Timber Trade – Dimensions, Drivers, Impacts and 
Responses" IUFRO World Series, Vol.35(2016), 47. 
14 Figure 1 indicates one of the several networks of the flow and export of illegal logs in Southeast Asia.  

Figure 1: Movement of Illegal Logs Exports in Southeast Asia 
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The main cause of rampant illegal logging and deforestation is the rising demand for 

timber, paper, pulp, palm oil, construction materials and other types of wood. On the demand 

side, delivering large quantities of low-cost timber products to processors and consumers is 

the key driver of illegal logging. Conventionally, when large trees were removed from forests 

for commercial purposes, the deforested areas were permitted to regenerate naturally over a 

period of time before they were available to be harvested again. However, this legal way of 

sourcing timber was extremely scarce relative to the present demand for wood and its 

derivative products. On the supply side, if logging and plantation companies followed forest 

regulations and practiced the sustainable management of natural resources they are faced 

with heavy bureaucratic requirements, risks of long term investments due to slow turnover 

rates and significantly lower profit margins. Therefore, higher profit expectations with lower 

risks is the primary supply-side driver of large-scale illegal logging. By engaging in these 

unconventional forms of deforestation, processing and smuggling of wood, related companies 

and industry players avoid excise, taxes and high disposal costs that are usually present in 

legal logging operations.15 The high economic value of this industry provides strong 

incentives for all the actors involved in the supply-chain to subvert regulations and violate the 

rule of law to capture a greater share of the forest land and its resources.16 

The different functions and operation of the illicit logging industry involves a 

multiplicity of actors and institutions. The structure of the illegal network can be broadly 

broken down into low-level actors, mid-level companies and local interest groups, and capital 

endowed investors and state officials. The low-level players consist of forest dwellers, 

loggers and other economically poor actors who participate in the physical process of 

logging, transportation and smuggling of wood primarily seeking to generate immediate 

                                                
15 Rose, Following the Proceeds of Environmental Crime,17.  
16 Nalin Kishor, and Tapani Oksanen. “Combating Illegal Logging and Corruption in the Forestry Sector.” 
World Bank, Environment Matters, Annual Review (2006): 12-15.  
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income. The middlemen usually comprise of local interest groups such as forest rangers, rural 

politicians, police officers who provide permits and licenses to access unauthorized areas and 

shipping companies and transportation agencies who launder and smuggle the products. At 

the highest level, the chief operators, financers and ‘masterminds’ of the industry include 

national and multinational logging and wood-processing enterprises, economic and political 

elites and white-collar agents who make the highest profits while also ensuring that the trade 

doesn’t raise suspicion and appears legitimate on paper. The complex network of players 

involved in illegal logging allows the unlawful trade to be deeply embedded in the legal 

market, which makes it difficult to combat and curb the crime and the organization at its core 

as forests continue to deplete at alarming rates.  

 
A Rising Security Challenge: Conflict, Human Rights and Resource Accessibility 

In addition to the large economic consequences, rampant illegal logging also 

contributes to massive environmental degradation, habitat loss, threat to biodiversity, 

endangerment of species and pollution. Illegal logging also has negative social and human 

consequences through the disregard of indigenous land rights, illegal land tenure, human 

rights violations and forced labor. The added environmental and social impact is estimated to 

raise the cost to the global economy by the loss of biodiversity through deforestation to 

US$4.5 trillion each year.17 In Southeast Asia, illegal logging and deforestation has resulted 

in the displacement of thousands of indigenous people, violent communal conflict, abuse of 

labor rights by logging and plantation companies, large-scale endangerment of species and 

the overall corruption of governance and the rule of law. Additionally, the mismanagement 

and unlawful extraction of timber deprives the domestic population and the region from 

future wealth and forest-based revenues.  

                                                
17 Pavan Sukhdev, “Putting a Price on Nature: The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity” The Solutions 
Journal, Vol.1: Issue 6, (2011), 34.   
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In Cambodia and Indonesia, there have been cases of violent conflict as a direct 

consequence of illegal logging. “Conflict timber” is a well known phenomenon in Cambodia 

where the notorious Khmer Rouge, a communist guerrilla force participated in atrocious war 

crimes from funds derived from cross-border timber trading with Thailand.18 In Aceh, 

Indonesia, the military was deeply involved in many illegal logging operations in the 1980s 

and 1990s and engaged in conflict to preserve their power over natural resource-based and 

related sources of income. In the Borneo rainforests of both Malaysia and Indonesia, 

indigenous livelihood as well as their food and water security have been threatened by 

plantation companies and has resulted in several violent conflicts and protests. In most of 

these cases, the role of high-level political and security officials is quite prominent further 

indicating the extent of corruption, deception and exploitation that takes place in the industry. 

As a result, revenue that could be allocated to state funds, schools, hospitals and access to 

food and water are instead siphoned into the pockets of illegal timber barons, corrupt 

enforcement personnel and politicians.19 

The illegal trade in wood-based products differs significantly from other forms of 

illicit goods trafficking since consumers remain largely unaware of the illegal origins of what 

they are buying. Despite the increase in enforcement and international regulation, while 

illegal logging has reduced over the past few years it continues to undermine legal trade and 

threatens the security of vulnerable populations whose livelihoods depend on the 

forests.20Innovative measures and alternative enforcement methods need to be implemented 

to dismantle the roots of this illegal network.  

 

                                                
18 Patrick Alley, “In Cambodia, Timber Keeps Civil War Alive” New York Times, July 30, 1997, 
https://www.nytimes.com/1997/07/30/opinion/l-in-cambodia-timber-keeps-civil-war-alive-370746.html. 
19 Environmental Intelligence Agency (EIA). “Timber Traffickers: How Malaysia and Singapore are Reaping a 
Profit from the Illegal Destruction of Indonesia’s Tropical Forests” EIA and Telepak Indonesia (2003).  
20 UNODC, Transnational Organized Crime in East Asia and the Pacific, 87-100. 
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II.  Mapping Financial Crimes: An Overview of Money Laundering  

Lack of capacity, endemic corruption and inefficient criminal justice systems are 

some of the common challenges that governments of countries with rampant illegal logging 

face. The vast network of players and the transnational nature of the crime also requires 

cooperation across sectors and national borders in order to capture the main perpetrators of 

illicit forest operations. Hence, a technical focus only on illegal logging activities and not on 

other associated crimes fails to target the real criminals behind the operations. It risks 

narrowing down culprits only to low-level criminals (truck drivers, loggers etc.) who have no 

financial alternative and are often compelled to participate in such illicit activities.21 By 

casting a wider net and implementing a cross-sectoral approach and by targeting associated 

illicit activities such as fraud and money laundering could prove to be more effective in 

apprehending high level actors behind illegal logging and timber trafficking.  

Crimes in the financial sector primarily constitute of fraud, tax evasion, money 

laundering, embezzlement, forgery and counterfeiting. Since criminals in other organizations 

need to hide or conceal large amounts of profits to avoid raising suspicion from law 

enforcement they often also partake in one or more financial crimes. As a result, following 

the proceeds of criminal activities like drugs, weapons, wildlife and human trafficking has 

been proven to be successful in curbing such major crimes. Similarly, the highly lucrative 

market of the illegal forest industry compels companies and high level actors reaping large 

shares of the illicit market to launder money through legitimate financial institutions and 

disguise any obvious links to the crime. Following the illicit proceeds of such syndicates to 

combat forestry crime has four major benefits; Firstly, it directly links the illicit activity to 

the top players of the criminal organization and not just those at the bottom involved in petty 

offences. Secondly, it could open new investigation channels and expose the entire realm of 

                                                
21 Rose, Following the Proceed of Environmental Crime, 97. 
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the criminal network. Thirdly, targeting illicit profits could raise the cost of conducting and 

operating a criminal organization and be more effective in deterring unlawful forest activities. 

Finally, financial crimes are a larger criminal offence recognized internationally with higher 

consequences than environmental crime that could further increase the burden of entry and 

participation in criminal activities.   

Conventionally, money laundering involves transferring money across international 

borders so that it’s illicit origins are obscured and the funds end up in legitimate financial 

institutions as deposits or other assets.22 The illicit origin or the underlying crime for money 

laundering is also called a predicate offence23, the source activity that creates the need to 

funnel money overseas. The conversion of illicit criminal funds to legitimate assets is a three-

step process of placement, layering and integration. Placement is the physical movement of 

money where the illegally obtained funds are placed into traditional financial institutions 

(banks, security brokers and insurance agents) or with non-traditional financial agents (real 

estate, investment products and casinos). Layering refers to specific activities and 

transactions such as transfer pricing24, purchasing of financial instruments like shares and 

bonds and investment in shell companies where the owners of the funds can detach 

themselves from illicit profits and the predicate offence.25 Integration is the process of 

converting the layered funds into legal earnings through commercial or financial activities 

like purchasing properties, businesses or investing in other companies and assets.26 The 

complex procedures and connections involved in laundering money indicates the crucial role 

of bigger actor’s like bankers, regulators, business investors, law enforcement and 

government officials that enable these activities and protect major criminal syndicates.  

                                                
22 Transparency International, “Improving the Due Diligence of Financial Institutions to Combat Illegal 
Logging” Forest Governance Integrity Programme, Project Paper # 03/2011 (2011).  
23 See Appendix E: Glossary of Key Financial Terms 
24 See Appendix E: Glossary of Key Financial Terms. 
25 Rose, Following the Proceed of Environmental Crime. 
26 ibid. 
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III.  Following the Money Trail: The Nexus of Illegal logging and Money Laundering   

Illegal logging has multiple modi operandi and actors, and with the advancement of 

technology and corruption at the highest levels, concealment methods have also evolved 

tremendously. However, a consistent element of the criminal activity is the large profits that 

the industry reaps and the associated financial crimes involved in concealing the funds and 

proceeds of such operations.  

Some key indicators of illicit financial activities in the forestry sectors that are also 

primarily used to follow the money trail are as follows:27 

1.   Unexplained wealth of forestry officials primarily through bribes and indicated by the 

purchase of high value goods such as luxury vehicles or property.  

2.   Trade transaction to finance timber and associated businesses like shipping and 

milling enterprises in high risk countries; where no legal forest concessions are in 

operation.  

3.   Questionable financial statements on bank loans, customs and shipping documents or 

letters of credit.  

4.   Unexplained sources of cash used for loggers, chainsaws and other heavy equipment 

used for logging, usually misrepresented in company financial statements.  

5.   Involvement or strong connections with politicians, military, police, or other law 

enforcement by timber brokers, forestry officials, wood processing companies, 

exporters, customs officials, and financial institutions.    

These indicators can further explain how the process of money laundering takes place in 

the illegal logging and timber laundering business. In the placement process, cash or checks 

received through bribes or illicit transactions are deposited into local accounts or to buy life 

                                                
27 The Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering (APG), Typologies Report: Illegal Logging and Money 
Laundering Issues. (APG Typologies Report, 2008). 
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insurances. However, bribes to forest officials to obtain logging permits at certain instances 

have cost companies up to US$20,000 - US$50,00028 per permit, which is significantly 

higher than their annual salary and therefore need to be concealed cautiously to avoid any 

attention. In such cases, the layering process is used to transfer large amounts of illicit money 

to accounts or investments abroad. Companies generally layer their funds by moving their 

illicit proceeds that were previously placed in an offshore account to ‘high-risk’ companies or 

jurisdictions that have covert and lenient financial framework. Layering can also include 

using illegal money to buy logging equipment to later sell for legal cash or investing in 

shared and bonds that can be converted to foreign currencies and used for legal investments. 

Finally, integration in such operations occurs when the layered funds are invested in large-

scale projects like real estate development, resorts or casinos. In some cases, funds are 

invested into other related businesses like transportation, shipping or oil palm plantations. 

The integration process is essential in converting the illegally acquired profits from timber 

corporations to be later used as legitimate source of funds for other purposes. This complex 

and cyclical process is broken down and represented in figure 2 below:  

 

                                                
28 Nellemann, Green Carbon, Black Trade.  
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Figure 2: The Laundering Process of Illicit Proceeds from the Timber Industry 

 
Financial Crime and Money Laundering in Asia  

While several Asian governments and regulators have adopted new standards to 

strengthen their Anti-Money Laundering (AML) systems and combat the illicit financing of 

serious crimes, compliance rates of these standards remain uneven and relatively low across 

the region. Within Southeast Asia, Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines and Malaysia 

are considered to be partially or fully non-compliant to international AML standards. Some 

key factors contributing to money laundering in these regions are structural issues, prevalence 

of cash transactions, the presence of alternate remittances systems, high levels of criminal 

activity and social, cultural and legal norms.29 Structural issues in Asia are mostly 

characterized by relatively low institutional capacities, political and economic instability, and 

                                                
29 Birgit Baxendale, “Anti-Money Laundering Reforms and Trends in Asia” Asia Focus Newsletter, July, 2007, 
https://www.frbsf.org/banking/publications/asia-focus/2007/july/anti-money-laundering-reforms-and-trends-in-
asia/. 
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high levels of corruption, and are forces that create both demand and opportunity for money 

laundering. Furthermore, Government policies on taxes, currency controls and trade 

restrictions can also encourage individuals to circumvent formal financial channels and drive 

the demand for money laundering. Prevalence of cash transactions in many Asian economies 

that leave no electronic trail make it harder for financial institutions to track proceeds and 

easier for criminals to launder money. In addition, the Alternate Remittance Systems (ARS)30 

or ethnic banking systems in several Asian nations have served as a means of moving money 

across long distances. While they still provide essential legitimate banking services the very 

nature of the system makes them highly vulnerable to exploitation by perpetrators of money 

laundering and in certain cases, even terrorist financing. Transnational crimes from narcotics, 

human trafficking to environmental crimes occurs at a larger scale in Asia compared to other 

regions creating more conduits and predicate offences to launder money. Finally, several 

social, cultural and legal traditions are still practiced in Asian businesses that usually follow 

rigid confidentiality and privacy norms and prevent access by regulators and other authorities 

to information on suspicious transactions or financial activities. In addition, the continued 

acceptance of nominee ownership (where an entity holds assets for the actual owner) in some 

economies prevents the proper identification of beneficial ownership, reduces transparency, 

and makes it difficult to enforce basic due diligence by financial institutions.31 

 
A Standard Anti-Money Laundering Approach: Financial Action Task Force 

Recommendations   

Based on these conventional money laundering methods, the Financial Action Task 

Force (FATF), an international organization established to develop policies to combat money 

laundering and terrorist financing (AML/CFT) created the FATF Recommendations which is 

                                                
30 See Appendix E: Glossary of Key Financial Terms 
31 Baxendale, “Anti-Money Laundering Reforms and Trends in Asia.” 
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a comprehensive framework of measures to combat AML/CFT. All FATF members are 

required to implement the AML recommendations alongside other key financial policies, 

which the organization then monitors and reviews to hold countries accountable. In order to 

identify and assess the risks of money laundering and terrorism financing in a country, the 

first recommendation of the FATF states the application of a risk-based approach (RBA).32 

The approach ensures that financial institutions and the state first identify the high risks of a 

business or an industry and adequately implement an AML/CFT regime to address these 

risks. Based on the RBA principle and other FATF guidelines33 for AML/CFT , the three 

standard elements to monitor suspicious financial activities include a robust “Know Your 

Customer” (KYC) principle and customer due diligence system, a platform to report 

suspicious financial transactions and the establishment of a financial intelligence unit. While 

the FATF has 40 recommendations, best practices and guidelines to combat money 

laundering and terrorist financing, the three standard elements are essential to understanding 

the foundation of the AML approach.    

The first element of a robust ‘Know Your Customer’(KYC) principle is a standard 

background check mechanism where domestic banks place a system to understand customer 

profiles and their transaction patterns. It is a due diligence process that maintains information 

such as identification, business type and financial statements, normal business transactions 

and the purpose for opening an account.34 This principle allows banks to monitor accounts 

and recognize business transactions in high risk countries that are common offshore money 

laundering hubs. While KYC principles are implemented in several domestic banks across 

the globe, most domestic financial institutions in Southeast Asia do not possess robust KYC 

structures which allows criminals to easily circumvent the banking system. Furthermore, the 

                                                
32 The Financial Action Task Force, “International Standards on Combating Money Laundering and the 
Financing of Terrorism & Proliferation,” (Paris: FATF, 2012-2018). 
33 See Appendix A: Financial Action Task Force Recommendations and Guidelines. 
34 Birigt, “Anti-Money Laundering Reforms and Trends in Asia.”  
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role of political elites and military officials in unlawful activities in these regions hinders the 

ability of local and national banks to conduct proper due diligence of their customers.  

If the KYC system is used correctly, banks can identify suspicious financial 

transactions and customers making large cash transactions that are usually immediate red 

flags for money laundering activities. In such cases, the FATF Recommendation requires 

banks or any other party that suspects the practice of illegal financial activity by a company 

or a customer, to file a Suspicious Transaction Report (STR)35. As a general banking rule, 

reporting parties only need to suspect that illegal proceeds are entering the system in order to 

file an STR report. Once these reports are filed they are to be submitted to a financial 

intelligence unit (FIU) who are tasked to conduct investigations and analysis to indicate the 

existence of money laundering activities. In the Illegal logging industry for example, The FIU 

is critical in identifying the flow of money from funds used as investment to cut the logs, how 

they are brought to the licit markets and how the suppliers receive payment from the buyers. 

Not only would the FIU identify the process of illegal logging in a given country, they would 

also be able to collect evidence that would link the top players behind the operation.  

Once an FIU is able to prove the presence of money laundering activities and the 

associated predicate offence, law enforcement officials are then allowed to use that 

information and officially investigate those involved while also freezing the suspected 

individual’s or company’s bank accounts. A key advantage of the AML approach specifically 

for law enforcement agencies is the access to financial data and illicit transactions directly 

from the banks. The revelations and exposure of such information compels those accused of 

laundering money to explain their transactions and use of funds if they are under official 

investigation or if they are brought to trial in a court.  

                                                
35 See Appendix E: Glossary of Key Financial Terms 
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Taking into consideration the nexus of illegal logging and money laundering and the 

standard AML approach, the next section of the paper will focus on the two case studies (1) 

The Indonesian Governments AML approach to combat rampant illegal logging and 

deforestation and (2) The links between illegal logging and money laundering in Sarawak, 

Malaysia and the 1MDB Scandal, the largest financial crime in the history of Asia.  

 
IV.   Illegal Logging and the Anti-Money Laundering Approach in Indonesia   

Indonesia has one of the highest rates of illegal logging and timber trafficking in the 

world and the country’s wood-based exports are widely characterized by the timber, pulp and 

paper sector. China, Japan, the EU and the U.S are the main importers of Indonesian timber 

where as China, Japan, South Korea are the main importers of pulp and paper.36 In the 2000s, 

trade in illegal harvested logs from Indonesia to the East Asian market alone was valued at 

US$2.5 billion while officially recorded logging activity was US$1.5 billion.37 Considering 

the intensity of illegal logging and the devastating impact both to the economy and the 

environment, the Indonesian Ministry of Forestry (MoF) made illegal logging the first 

priority in its National Strategy. This National Strategy consists of three major components; 

prevention, enforcement and international cooperation,38 and the implementation of an Anti-

Corruption pact and Anti-Money Laundering legislation became the core of this strategy.  

 
Typology of the Illegal Logging Industry in Indonesia 

In order to understand the AML approach implemented in Indonesia, it is essential to first 

look at the typology of the illegal logging industry, how it functions and the role of the 

                                                
36 Alison Hoare and Laura Wellesley. “Illegal logging and Related Trade: The Response in Indonesia.” 
Chatham House. (2014).  
37 Nalin and Guillaume Lescuyer, “Controlling Illegal Logging in Domestic and International Markets by 
Harnessing Multi-Level Governance Opportunities” International Journal of the Commons Vol.6 (2) (2012): 
255-270.  
38 Trio Santoso. “Indonesia’s National Strategy to Combat Illegal Logging and Corruption” UNODC, 
Corruption, Environment and The United Nations Convention Against Corruption, Paper IV, (2012): 25-29. 
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banking system and other financial service providers(FSPs). The structure of the Indonesian 

illegal logging Industry and its complex network of actors is depicted in Figure 3 below:   

 

 

In Indonesia, the mastermind of an illegal logging operation is known as the cukong who 

primarily plans out how to illegally extract timber, process it and sell it as legal products.39 

The financers or backers are responsible for concealing the illicit proceeds and laundering the 

profits; however, they are not directly linked to the illegal logging process. The backers 

mainly participate in corruption and bribery by paying off community leaders to gain access 

to the needed timber, bribing forest regulators for false permits and customs and police 

officials to smoothly transport the illegal products. Once the produce reaches the timber 

buyers, they credit the cukong’s bank account in Indonesia or abroad based on the buyer’s 

location. To completely conceal traces of the illegal timber business the cukong integrates 

funds from legal non-timber businesses into the timber accounts. Finally, the key-decision 

                                                
39 Bambang Setiono and Yunus Husein. “Fighting Forest Crime and Promoting Prudent Banking for Sustainable 
Forest Management: The anti money laundering approach” Center for International Forestry Research, Paper 
no.44 (2005). 

Figure 3: Structure of the Illegal Logging Industry of Indonesia (Setiono,2005) 
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makers in this case are those high level players in the government and legislature who the 

cukong makes goodwill payments as a precautionary measure should the illegal operation be 

caught by law enforcement.   

Based on this structure, it can deduced that the main perpetrators of illegal logging in 

Indonesia are the financers and backers who are usually transnationally organized and 

include local and foreign players.40 Since their sole contribution is monetary their only link to 

the illicit logging timber corruption is the proceeds and profits from the criminal operation. 

As a result, the Indonesian government included the AML approach in order to target the 

intellectual actors and politically exposed persons (PEPs)41 who are influential players such 

as politicians and government officials that abuse their authoritative powers to gain access 

and profit from this illicit industry. Indonesia’s efforts to tackle money laundering as a whole 

can be dated back to the early 2000’s with the implementation of KYC principles as a 

regulatory requirement by the Bank of Indonesia (BoI) for all FSP’s. This was followed by 

the establishment of the Pelaporan dan Analisis Transaki Keuangan (PPTAK) who were 

created to serve as the Indonesian Financial Intelligence Unit. However, the turning point for 

the forestry sector was in 2003, when ‘criminal activities in the forestry sector’ was listed as a 

predicate offence for money laundering within the Indonesian AML legislation.42 This law 

would expand and open new jurisdictions for Indonesian authorities to enforce and prosecute 

perpetrators of illegal logging since it would allow the government to prosecute Indonesian 

citizens involved in money laundering offences within or outside Indonesia’s borders.43  

 
 
 
 
 

                                                
40 Santoso, “Indonesia’s National Strategy to Combat Illegal Logging and Corruption.” 
41 See Appendix E: Glossary of Key Financial Terms. 
42 Republic of Indonesia, Act Number 25/2003(See Appendix C). 
43 Setiono and Husein, “Fighting Forest Crime and Promoting Prudent Banking,” 17.  
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Indonesia’s Anti-Money Laundering Approach to Combat Illegal Logging  

Based on these regulatory changes and FATF Recommendations the Indonesian 

government structured a six-step AML approach into combating unlawful practices in the 

forestry sector. As part of the first step, the KYC principle by the BoI included a Customer 

Due Diligence (CDD) guideline and a circulation letter to impose sanctions on Indonesian 

banks and FSPs who failed to implement these principles.44 In addition to collecting and 

monitoring client data, the CDD guideline also urged banks to use Geographic Information 

System (GIS) analysis to verify clients’ reported land concession areas and related licensing 

documents across the land based sector to ensure a comprehensive check of illegal forest 

activities.45 When conducting CDD, banks and other FSPs are required to file a Suspicious 

Transaction Report (STR) to the PPATK, for any transaction of Rp.500 million or 

US$50,000 by an individual or company associated to the logging or timber industry. In 

addition, the AML legislation includes a protection program for any reporting party to ensure 

confidentiality of the financial intelligence provided and the protection of witnesses from 

officials involved in the illegal operation. According to the Indonesian AML legislation, 

violation of the protection policy either by a bank employee or a PPATK officer can result in 

imprisonment and fines ranging from US$10,000 to US$100,000.46This is modelled to 

provide banks with the incentives to safely gather and share information about intellectual 

actors participating in an illegal logging operation. In addition, the MoF and the PPATK 

signed a Memorandum of Understanding to provide information on illegal logging and 

corruption in the forestry sector so that PPATK could flag these customers and created 

artificial STRs that banks could then use to conduct a CDD check.  

                                                
44 Republic of Indonesia, Regulation Number 3/10/PBI/2001 (See Appendix C)  
45 Anna Christina Sinaga, et al. “Forests, Financial Services and Customer Due Diligence: Efforts to Target 
Illegality, Money Laundering and Corruption in Indonesian Forests.” Center for International Forestry 
Research, Brief No.22, (2015).  
46 Republic of Indonesia, Article 17a, Law No.35/2003 (See Appendix C). 
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Once a STR is filed, the PPATK that serves as the financial intelligence unit for all 

money laundering cases will conduct the necessary analysis and submit it to money 

laundering investigators. Under the present regulation, the Indonesian police are the only 

agency with the authority to investigate money laundering crimes. In order to improve 

measures for law enforcement and the justice department when combating and prosecuting 

forestry related crimes, the AML legislation has overcome certain limitations that authorities 

previously faced when using the tradition ‘follow-the-logs’ investigative approach. Firstly, 

the AML legislation provides access to financial information that can allow investigators to 

locate proceeds of a crime, identify parties involved and gather relevant evidence.47 

Furthermore,  law enforcement officials are no longer required to get approval from the 

Central Bank or the Ministry of Finance to open the accounts of suspects of money 

laundering crimes.48 Secondly, law enforcers can ask bank or FSP’s to freeze the accounts of 

a credible suspect without a court order, further ensuring that the suspect does not tamper 

with the financial evidence. This is significant because forestry legislation traditionally does 

not permit authorities to freeze the accounts of the financers of forestry crimes or those who 

profit from it.49  Thirdly, the traditional approach of combating illegal logging required law 

enforcers to provide physical evidence of the crime; however, the AML legislation accepts 

more forms of evidence like verbal or written information stored electronically, which can 

also include maps, photographs, letters, signs or symbols.50 Finally, the last two stages of the 

the Indonesian AML approach involves court proceedings and prosecution, the AML 

legislation requires suspects to explain and prove in court the source and legality of their 

funds and assets. In addition, the protection program also consists of witness protection 

                                                
47 Bambang Setiono, “Using the Anti Money Laundering Law: Catching the Intellectual Actors Behind Illegal 
Logging. Center for International Forestry Research, Governance Brief No. 18, (2005). 
48 Setiono and Husein, 17. 
49 Bambang Setiono, “International Cooperation Against Financial Backers of Illegal Logging” Center for 
International Forestry Research, Governance Brief No.21, (2005). 
50 Republic of Indonesia, Article 38, Law No.35/2003 (See Appendix C). 
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procedures such as concealing the identity of a witness or preventing direct contact with the 

accused, which provides the reporting party with the necessary incentive and security to 

testify against the accused.  

Since the implementation of the AML approach in the Indonesian legislation, between 

2003 and 2014 the PPATK has only received 19 STRs related to the forest sector but has 

detected some crucial forest-related money laundering cases.51 However, while this 

mechanism has been beneficial in detecting the crime and the role of some intellectual actors, 

Indonesia still faces major challenges in the prosecution and punishment of these crimes. For 

instance, in 2014, an Indonesian police officer of the Papua province by the name Labora 

Sitorus, financed and coordinated a large-scale illegal logging and timber trade operation. 

Sitorus became a target when a PPATK analysis revealed a suspicions financial transaction of 

approximately US$123,000 52, which did not fit his profile in the National Police. As a result, 

an investigation was launched and the police questioned approximately 62 witnesses53,who 

revealed Sitorus’ involvement in the illegal trade since at least 2007. Further analysis by the 

PPATK showed that more than US$150 million was passed through bank accounts linked to 

Sitorus’ business over a five-year period. Approximately, 2,264m3 of illegal wood in 115 

containers was seized in Surabaya, Indonesia’s biggest timber trade hub. In addition, 1,500 

logs were seized in Papua and the investigation declared Batanta island as the major source of 

Sitorous’ illicit timber operation.54 The PPATK also identified transactions from Sitorous’ 

accounts to senior police officials, further expanding the vast network of the operation.  

                                                
51 Sinaga et.al, “Forests, Financial Services and Customer Due Diligence” 5.  
52 Ibid. 
53 The Jakarta Post, “Police probe money laundering in Labora case” May 24, 2013. 
https://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2013/05/24/police-probe-money-laundering-labora-case.html-0.  
54 Environmental Investigation Agency, “Caught on Film: Rogue Indonesian Cop’s Illegal Logging Operations” 
News Release, (May 30, 2013). 
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In February 2014, despite strong evidence related to illegal logging, gasoline smuggling 

and associated money laundering activities, Sitorus was found guilty of only illegal logging 

and was sentenced to two years in prison and a US$4000 fine. Based on the initial charges, 

Sitorus was facing a 20-year prison sentence and a fine of US$70,000. The lenient indictment 

raises several questions about the efficiency of the judicial process in implementing the AML 

approach. The Sitorus case also highlights some relevant benefits of the Indonesian AML 

Legislation; the approach was effective in targeting the main perpetrators and PEPs as 

predicted, and by following the money trail the PPATK was able to uncover the scale of the 

operations, and high-risk operating areas. However, while the perpetrator was arrested and 

made to appear in court, the final sentencing was significantly minor considering the 

evidence and scale of the crime.  

There are two possible explanations for this result. Firstly, the high levels of corruption 

amongst government officials considering the involvement of other police officers. If Sitorus 

was convicted of money laundering, the court would be obligated to access all his financial 

information that could lead to several police officers and other top officials who allegedly 

participated in the crime. Secondly, the drastically poor consequences and sentencing of 

illegal logging. In 2010, the Indonesian Government’s Anti-Mafia task force was delegated to 

review illegal logging court verdicts in which defendants received lenient sentences or were 

acquitted. The review found that, “of 92 illegal logging defendants, 49 were acquitted, 29 

received one-year jail terms and 19 received penalties of between one and two years.”55 

Therefore, the weak prosecution rates for forestry crime in the region create low barriers to 

entry for such unlawful activities and emphasizes the lag in the Indonesian criminal justice 

system in deterring illegal logging. 

                                                
55 Antara News, “President Order Probe into Court Verdicts in Illegal Logging Cases” (2010), quoted in 
Marilyne Pereira Goncalves, Justice for Forests: Improving Criminal Justice Efforts to Combat Illegal Logging, 
(Washington DC: World Bank, 2010),1. 
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V.   State-Sponsored Logging and the 1MDB Scandal in Malaysia  

Malaysia is the largest exporter of tropical timber in the world and is home to a billion-

dollar wood furniture export industry valued at US$2.5 billion and US$1billion annually.56 

Much of the wood is derived from the two main natural resource rich states in Eastern 

Malaysia, Sabah and Sarawak. In addition, the region is also the main hub of palm oil 

plantations. While it makes Malaysia one of the largest producers of palm oil in the world, it 

is another key source of large-scale forest destruction. As a result, both Sabah and Sarawak 

through the export of these products are the primary contributors to the Malaysian economy. 

The major timber corporations in these states are either run by the state or are strongly 

associated to top state officials. Therefore, several high-level officials abuse their power and 

control over the forest lands by enabling and authorizing large-scale logging and forest 

destruction. The highly profitable nature of the illicit industry has resulted in the movement 

of large-sums of money from these timber corporations through their “subsidiary” companies 

overseas to the offshore economy. Despite being two of the richest states in Malaysia, 

Sarawak and Sabah also house the poorest populations of the country since the proceeds from 

the state’s main industries are concentrated in the pockets of timber barons, corrupt 

enforcement personnel and politicians.57 Therefore, state-sponsored logging in eastern 

Malaysia is a prominent case that highlights the nexus of illegal natural resource exploitation 

and overseas money laundering and further recognizes the role of PEPs and other high-level 

actors and financial institutions that enable such criminal activities. In this case study, we will 

only look at Sarawak’s state-run timber mafia under the leadership of Taib Mahmud who was 

                                                
56 Ayisy Yusof, “Malaysia's timber and timber-related exports to record RM23b in 2019” The New Straits 
Times, January 23, 2019. https://www.nst.com.my/business/2019/01/453608/malaysias-timber-and-timber-
related-exports-record-rm23b-2019.  
57 Environmental Intelligence Agency (EIA). “Timber Traffickers: How Malaysia and Singapore are Reaping a 
Profit from the Illegal Destruction of Indonesia’s Tropical Forests” EIA and Telepak Indonesia (2003).  
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the Chief Minister of Sarawak from 1981 to 2014 and currently serves as the Governor of the 

state.  

 
State-Sanctioned Logging in Sarawak  

Sarawak has a total land mass of 12.4 million hectares, of which 10 million hectares 

are under forest area. Half of the forests are allocated to the production of timber and 70% of 

which are run by six major companies: Samling Global, RH Group of Companies, Shin 

Yang, Ta Ann, WTK and KTS, and are the primary culprits of illegal logging.58 Of the six, 

Samling Global was given the biggest concession and along with the other companies is 

strongly linked to Taib and his family through different forms of ownership. Due to the high 

global demand for wood and its products, Sarawak became the world’s biggest exporter of 

hardwood tropical timber under Taib’s regime. In addition, the government was also handing 

out logging concessions in return for hefty bribes that was also funneled out to the offshore 

parallel economy along with the massive timber profits. During this period, the value of these 

logging concessions in Sarawak was approximately US$20 billion annually.59 In order to 

conceal the massive funds of the timber companies, Taib implemented a conventional 

transfer pricing technique where timber was sold at rock bottom prices to proxy companies in 

places like Singapore, in order to avoid paying anything but mediocre taxes throughout his 

regime60. In addition, shell companies were established in order to receive the kickbacks from 

timber permits and logging concessions that were then transferred to a foreign investment 

                                                
58 Sulok Tawie, “Blame ‘Big 6’ timber firms for deforestation, not illegal loggers, Sarawak DAP says” 
MalayMail. (2015) https://www.malaymail.com/news/malaysia/2015/05/28/blame-big-6-timber-firms-for-
deforestation-not-illegal-loggers-sarawak-dap/905219   
59 Lukas Straumann, Money Logging: On the Trail of the Asian Timber Mafia (Basel: Schwabe AG, 2014),11. 
60 Sarawak Report, “FOUND! Sarawak's Stolen Wealth Is Locked in a Treasure Trove in The United States!” 
April 25, 2016, http://www.sarawakreport.org/2016/04/found-sarawaks-stolen-wealth-is-locked-in-a-treasure-
trove-in-the-southern-united-states/. See Appendix D: Data Compilation for the 1MDB Case. 
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firms that would grant loans to purchase real-asset or other assets overseas primarily in 

United States and Canada61.  

 However, Taib’s illicit empire did not go unnoticed. For instance, in 2013, a report by 

a Swiss anti-corruption non-profit organization revealed that a real estate company linked to 

Taib laundered approximately US$21 million which was injected into the company and 

allegedly diverted from the massive deforestation through his illicit timber operations in 

Sarawak. In 2015, Taib was also accused of laundering US$30 million in Australia through 

another one of his shell companies that owned a US$50 million hotel in Southern Australia. 

Despite these allegations, Taib’s high position and control over one of Malaysian’s biggest 

source of the economy did not result in any criminal charges. It has been estimated the 

combined net worth of Taib’s family is close to US$21 billion, spread over 400 companies 

around the globe built through their deep rooted political and economic control of Sarawak. 

Over the past three decades, Taib has exploited his political position and ensured that 

Sarawak under his regime enjoyed total autonomy over the use of the state’s forest resources 

and land, while awarding his family and close associates vast timber concessions, palm oil 

concessions, state contracts and directorships in Sarawak's largest companies. It was only in 

2014, in the face of mounting allegations of bribery, fraud and money laundering, Taib was 

eventually made to step down from his role as Chief Minister to the ceremonial position of a 

Governor. However, despite losing his political power, Taib continues to have influence over 

the state and its related timber and corporations.   

 
An Overview of The 1MDB Scandal 

 It was around the same time of Taib’s exposure that another an even bigger financial 

scandal broke through in Malaysia, significantly crippling the country’s central financial 

                                                
61 Straumann, Money Logging: On the Trail of the Asian Timber Mafia.  
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institutions. In 2009, the then Prime Minister of Malaysia, Najib Razak established a 

sovereign wealth fund called the 1Malaysia Development Fund (1MDB). The fund was 

designed to drive sustainable economic development by forging strategic global partnerships 

and promoting foreign direct investment.62 Major financial institutions like Goldman Sachs 

and Deustsche Bank raised billions of dollars along with other state banks, allegedly for the 

development of large infrastructure projects and joint ventures. However, it was later exposed 

to be a case of deep corruption, shady transactions, fraud and money laundering worth 

billions of U.S. dollars. Initial investigations revealed that the fund was exploited for personal 

business investments, large asset purchases and lavish spending overseas by top businessmen 

and politicians connected to Najib. Another key actor and also regarded as the mastermind of 

the scandal was Low Taek (Jho Low), a well-connected Malaysian businessman. Without any 

high political position, Jho Low exerted great influence over the fund through “attractive” 

investment deals and joint ventures primarily through PetroSaudi, an oil and service 

production company established by Jho Low’s closest associates. Through these business 

deals and his wide reach both in Malaysia and abroad, Low was able to control the money 

that flowed out 1MDB to overseas accounts across the globe.63  

Some of the most prominent transactions from the fund include an alleged payment of 

US$618 million made to the PM’s personal account, bond sales of US$6.5 million by 

Goldman Sachs, Jho Low’s production company financing the Hollywood blockbuster “The 

Wolf of Wall Street,” luxurious real estate investments in the United States and a million-

dollar investments in an oil rig project of Venezuelan state oil company PDVSA. It was 

revealed that the money had been passed through a maze of institutions and accounts in the 

Middle East, the Caribbean and Seychelles. In addition, the US, Swiss and Singaporean 

                                                
62 John, West, Asian Century…on a Knife Edge, (East Singapore: Palgrave Macmillan. 2018), 265.  
63 The Edge Singapore, “Reporting the 1MDB Scandal: A look Back” The Edge Media Group, 
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governments have also been deeply involved in the investigation as billions of dollars were 

laundered through their financials systems.64 Approximately US$4.5 billion was allegedly 

misappropriated from 1MDB of which US$3.8 billion was placed with overseas fund 

managers.65 While direct links have not been established on the roles of Taib or Sarawak’s 

Timber cooperation with the 1MDB scandal, there are some prominent links that can be 

recognized between the key actors of 1MDB and Taib that are significant enough to raise red 

flags to investigate the role or involvement of Sarawak’s timber mogul in the 1MDB fund.  

 
Sarawak and Taib’s Links to Najib Razak and the 1MDB Funds 

 Najib’s interest in Sarawak’s resources can be dated back to 1974 when the Malaysian 

Petroleum Development Act was negotiated between Taib, then the Federal national resource 

minister and the federal government under the leadership of Tun Razak, Najib’s father.66 As 

part of the deal, the federal government agreed to let the ruling Sarawak family take all the 

revenues from the state’s timber and land resources, in return for complete access to  

Sarawak’s oil reserves, which accounts for 29.4%67 of the nation’s oil production. As a result 

of this trade-off, even under his leadership, Najib was able to manage some of the country’s 

biggest assets by maintaining the deal with Sarawak and controlling the flows of money in 

the state68 to fund his political party. Furthermore, in addition to siphoning money from 

1MDB, investigations also revealed that there was looting from other key state funds. In 

Sarawak particularly, the Native Customary Landholder Fund (ASSAR) was almost stripped 

                                                
64 ibid, p.266. See Appendix D: Data Compilation for the 1MDB Case. 
65 Callum Burroughs, “The bizarre story of the Goldman Sachs 1MDB Malaysia fund scandal now has a Trump 
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bare to fight Najib’s political battles and fund elections including the 2013 elections in 

Sarawak.69 ASSAR was a relatively small fund that belonged to native tribes, who had been 

forced to invest their compensation money for traditional territories confiscated by the state 

into the ‘savings fund.’70 It was yet another case of a state-sponsored initiative that was being 

implemented at the cost of the vulnerable population and their land for the benefit of the 

politically powerful and their agendas.  

Another important connection and a strong link to Taib and 1MDB, is the buyout of 

Utama Banking Group (UBG) led by Jho Low in 2010. The UBG was a cash heavy local 

banking system that was fully controlled by Taib and his family through Cahaya Mata 

Sarawak Bhd (CMS), the largest corporation in Sarawak comprising of more than 35 

companies. Previously a state-owned company, CMS was privatized during Taib’s reign to 

ensure that large-scale projects in Sarawak were sanctioned to CMS, which made it the 

largest recipient of public contracts.71Several companies under the CMS groups received 

logging and plantation concessions from the Taib government who then participated in vast 

state-sponsored logging for decades. Therefore, Jho Low initially partnered with Taib to buy 

a stake in UBG in return for bringing in investors to fund Taib’s massive infrastructure and 

industrialization projects in Sarawak. As a result, UBG made some major acquisitions and 

investments in companies that could invest in Sarawak. But, due to the 2008 financial crisis 

the money flow from the investments did not materialize and drained UBG of almost all its 

cash. As compensation to the powerful Taib family, Jho Low decided to take over all of UBG 

for a generous US$113 million.72  

                                                
69 ibid, p.386, 
70 ibid. 
71 Bruno Manser Fund, Corruption Management Sarawak: Cahya Mata Sarawak (CMS) and Malaysia’s’ Taib 
Family, (Basel: Bruno Manser Fund, 2015).  
72 The Malaysian Insider, “Why Jho Low teamed up with Taib only to buy him out later with 1MDB funds” 
Yahoo News, (2015).  
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There are two significant connections between the UBG buyout and 1MDB; firstly, 

the buyout was facilitated through PetroSaudi, owned by Jho Low’s associate and a critical 

player in the 1MDB Scandal. In 2010, PetroSaudi had signed a joint venture with 1MDB 

worth US$700 million dollars. Moreover, at least two parts of US$500 million under a 

Murabaha Loan Agreement, a non-interest loan under Islamic Finance practiced in 

Malaysia73was also sanctioned to PetroSaudi. Large portions of these “loans” were funneled 

into a company called Good Star Limited, a Seychelles based company owned by Jho Low. 

Since UBG was bought by Jho Low and PetroSaudi it could suggest that the funds used to 

compensate Taib could have been funneled from the 1MDB fund. Secondly, Low had two 

close contacts in 1MDB who assisted him in influencing and executing major decisions 

related to the fund.74 One of these 1MDB associates also worked as the compliance and legal 

executive director of UBG and during the initial investigation on 1MDB was accused of 

being a key player in moving money through the 1MDB fund for the UBG buyout.75  

 
Using the Anti-Money Laundering Approach in the Sarawak-1MDB Case  

Tracing the connections and relationships between some of the key actors and states 

associated to 1MDB is the standard step of implementing a basic due diligence and KYC 

check based on the AML approach. According to the international AML framework, the 

information gathered provides enough credible cause to file a Suspicious Transaction Report 

(STR) for a Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) to analyze. Since Malaysia is a member of the 

FATF, an STR regarding the ASSR fund for example, could have allowed the state’s FIU to 

investigate the sources and destination of these funds. However, neither of these practices 

                                                
73 See Appendix E: Glossary of Key Financial Terms.  
74 Bruno Manser Fund, Corruption Management Sarawak. 
75 Today. “Who are Jho Low’s 4 ‘lieutenants’ in 1MDB scam?” December 4, 2018, 
https://www.todayonline.com/world/who-are-jho-lows-4-lieutenants-1mdb-scam. 
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were implemented due to the corrupt structure of the political and financial systems. Since 

the 1MDB scandal was a state-run financial fraud and corruption issue, even when the 

official investigation was launched any links or association to forestry crime or timber 

corruption were either weak or have not been actively pursued by investigators.  

 

Figure 4: The 1MDB-UBG-Sarawak Network and the Possible flow of 1MDB Funds 

 
The development of this network as seen in Figure 4, with strong links between the 

Ex-Chief Minister of Sarawak with a history of laundering illicit timber proceeds, and the top 

culprits of the 1MDB scandal could reveal the potential role and/ involvement of Taib and the 

myriad of companies under his wing in facilitating, concealing or layering funds associated 

with 1MDB. For instance, based on the two main links stated previously between 1MDB and 

Sarawak, the possible connection to timber corruption can be developed if it is found that the 

exploitation of other state funds like ASSAR and Najib’s control over Sarawak’s cash flow 

including the proceeds from land and logging concessions or profits made from Sarawak’s 

timber companies. Consequently, if an investigation on the UBG buyout revealed it was 

derived from 1MDB, not only could it create a direct link to Taib and his companies, it could 

also obligate Taib to provide the location of these funds. This could result in a careful 

examination of most his financial accounts, since UBG was controlled through CMS, 

Sarawak’s largest corporation and the parent firm of the top timber companies of the state. 
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While this deduction is primarily based on assumptions, considering the severity and massive 

scale of 1MDB, any allegations connecting a major player like Taib to the scandal could 

weaken his freedom and reduce his control over the state of Sarawak and its resources.  

In 2018, Najib was voted out of the office, was immediately charged with a wide 

range of corruption charges and is set to face trail in mid 2019, while Jho Low is in the wind 

and has refuted any charges against him by the government of Malaysia. However, the 

current situation in Sarawak has not changed significantly. Despite being demoted to a 

ceremonial role of a governor in the wake of corruption and other charges, Taib and his 

family-run businesses continue to expand their empire in Sarawak at the cost of its lush 

forests and the livelihood of indigenous people who depend on Sarawak’s natural resources. 

Most of the recent land grabbing, forest destruction and state-run logging that has been taking 

place in the state has been driven by the expansion of the palm oil industry and 

industrialization of Sarawak. In March 2019, Taib’s corporation CMS announced a joint 

venture with China Communications Construction Company (CCCC) to spearhead major 

infrastructure projects in the region.76 The CCCC has also been accused of allegedly 

participating in the covering up of the 1MDB scandal through a deal where Najib’s 

government would scale the price of the East Coast Rail Project and the CCCC would then 

subscribe to a portion 1MDB’s debt in return for assets held on the sovereign fund. While the 

CCCC refuted these claims, in April 2019 the new government announced that the Chinese 

company will in fact help to manage, operate and maintain the rail project and reduce 

Malaysia’s financial burden.77 Despite the government’s claims about cracking down on the 

                                                
76“Listed Companies” Bursa Malaysia,(2019) http://www.bursamalaysia.com/market/listed-
companies/company-announcements/6085705. 
77 The Washington Post. “Mahathir says Chinese contractor will help run new rail link” April 15, 2019. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/mahathir-says-chinese-contractor-will-help-run-new-rail-
link/2019/04/15/7d6a3840-5f37-11e9-bf24-db4b9fb62aa2_story.html. 
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perpetrators of 1MDB and promoting anti-corruption reform, the current events in Malaysia 

seem to refute these claims.  

An analysis of the Malaysian case reveals three main takeaways; firstly, the state-

sponsored logging industry of Sarawak highlights the vast nexus of the illicit timber industry 

and money laundering activities. Secondly, it indicates the exploitation of the rule of law and 

abuse of authority through the presence of corruption amongst those that run the the licit and 

illicit economy. Finally, The case of 1MDB and that of timber corruption in Sarawak shows 

how successful, soft-authoritarian regimes are highly vulnerable to corruption due to weak 

institutions and to repression by ruthless government officials who seek to defy popular 

pressure for good governance and democracy.78 The Malaysian case is significant in 

recognizing how the link between forestry crimes and those who operate it are primarily 

concentrated in the illegal profits and other unlawful financial activities that these actors 

participate in and allowing them to openly exploit the states natural resources.  

 
VI.  Constraints and the Future Prospects of the Anti-Money Laundering Approach  

Logging and timber trafficking has been considered a trade issue in which AML risks 

are being acknowledged primarily in Southeast Asia79. The Indonesian and Malaysian cases 

indicate that illegal logging is strongly linked to corruption at the highest levels of the state. 

Therefore, while the AML approach implemented by the banking systems and local FSPs is 

effective in recognizing and flagging individuals, companies and PEPs involved in the crime, 

the active role of high level politicians, economic elites and law enforcement officials in both 

these countries have created major challenges in prosecuting and punishing the powerful 

syndicates financing and operating the crime. In addition, both Indonesia and Malaysia 

implement traditional banking and lending practices such as the alternative remittance 

                                                
78 West, “Asian Century…on a Knife Edge,” 267.  
79 Nichols Dorn, “East Meets West in Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Finance: Policy Dialogue and 
Differentiation on Security, the Timber Trade and ‘Alternative’ Banking” Asian Criminology (2008). 
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systems (ARS)80 in Indonesia and the Islamic Finance81 (Murabaha) in Malaysia. ARS is the 

use of informal financial institutions to transfer funds between countries without a paper trail 

and creates a significant barrier when conducting KYC or due diligence checks since such 

transactions are not monitored.82 Additionally, the practice of Murabaha83, enables customers 

to take out non-interest loans complying by the Sharia Law.84 In Malaysia, the Murabaha 

system is integrated into the national banking system and has been used to cover up the illicit 

movements of funds, like with 1MDB. The ARS and Murabaha loans are just two of the 

several customary banking practices in the region and therefore, implementing a traditional 

AML approach built to target formal financial institutions will not be effective without 

considering such informal transactions channels.   

Furthermore, despite the countries being FATF members, the AML approaches are 

not often pursued actively in these regions due to lack of capacity and skilled professionals or 

corrupt monitoring and governing bodies. In Indonesia, under the current law, money 

laundering investigations are conducted by traditional police officers, who are either not 

equipped with the resources or trained to analyze financial data. While the government has 

taken measures and developed training program for investigators, it is currently still a 

prevailing issue in the country. On the other hand, in Malaysia the FIU is established within 

the Central Bank of Malaysia85, who’s governor was involved in an illegal land acquisition 

deal to abet the misappropriation of public funds pertaining to 1MDB.86Additionally, the 

Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission (MACC) responsible for opening cases against Taib 

                                                
80 See Appendix E: Glossary of Key Financial Terms. 
81 See Appendix E: Glossary of Key Financial Terms. 
82 Matteo Vaccani, “Alternative Remittance Systems and Terrorism Financing” World Bank, Paper no.180 
(2010),1. 
83 Lucy Warwick-Ching, “Beginners’ Guide to Islamic Finance” The Financial Times, July 14, 2010. 
https://www.ft.com/content/8c9bc2fc-8845-11df-a4e7-00144feabdc0. 
84 See Appendix E: Glossary of Key Financial Terms. 
85 Bank Negara Malaysia, “Malaysia Anti-Money Laundering & Counter Financing of Terrorism Regime.” 
86 Anisah Shukry and Elffie Chew, “Malaysia’s 1MDB Scandal Takes Down Its Central Bank Governor” 
Bloomberg, (2018). https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-06/malaysian-reports-say-nor-
shamsiah-tipped-as-central-bank-chief. 
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regarding his illicit timber industry has no decision making power. Therefore, while the 

MACC has been effective in investigating and recognizing the crimes, the law does not allow 

them to take any action against the perpetrators87 and are often left at the hand of corrupt 

enforcement officials.  

 Finally, the lack of cooperation between enforcement agencies in different countries 

further impedes the prosecution of these crimes.88 Due to the transnational nature of illegal 

logging and the wide network of its illicit proceeds, mutually accepted legislation and policy 

regulations are also crucial for the effectiveness of the AML approach. For instance, 

following investigations of illegal logging in a source country to a suspicious financial 

transaction in a secondary country might not be effective, if the destination country does not 

consider illegal logging or associated crimes a predicate offence. Therefore, efforts need to be 

made by the international community and foreign governments to coordinate and exchange 

relevant information in order to tackle these emerging threats.  

 Despite some of these challenges and limitations, both Indonesian and Malaysian 

governments continue to improve their AML approach and target corrupt officials who 

participate in unlawful activities. For example, in 2017 Indonesian financial institutions 

excluding banks were made public to establish transparency and reduce the risk of money 

laundering. Additionally, the PPATK joined hands with Australia’s financial intelligence 

agency to abolish money-laundering and terrorism financing through rigorous capacity 

building and information exchange programs to counter financial crimes. The recent 

measures taken by Indonesia indicate their efforts to address the limitation of their current 

AML legislation. On the other hand, in Malaysia, while Sarawak has seen limited changes in 

its legislation and deforestation practices, in the neighbouring state of Sabah, former Chief 

                                                
87 Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission Act 2009 (See Appendix C: Indonesian and Malaysian Banking and 
Anti-Corruption Law).  
88 Goncalves, et.al., “Justice for Forests.”  
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Minister Musa Aman was charged with 16 money-laundering charges involving US$37.8 

million in connection with timber concession contracts and bribery in Sabah. The charges and 

trial of Musa Aman is indicative of the effectiveness of using the AML approach in targeting 

the top officials who single-handedly contributed to the depletion of the Borneo forest.  

 While western-import countries like the U.S and the E.U.  have implemented strong 

verification and certification systems to monitor the legality of timber, amongst the Southeast 

Asian countries that harvest and launder illegal timber, the AML action appears to be a more  

effective approach.89 Since the latter are the largest and the main suppliers of timber and 

wood furniture they are responsible for conducting primary checks to ensure the legality of 

their products. In these source countries, the logging, transportation and the associated illegal 

proceeds from the industry are initially present at the domestic level; however, once the 

products and the money have been laundered and injected in the off-shore parallel economy, 

the regulatory risks and obstacles are higher. In addition, Southeast Asian countries are 

additionally faced with the links to corruption and the involvement of state officials in the 

illicit forest market. Therefore, combating illegal logging in Southeast Asia requires a multi-

pronged approach through the active participation of financial institutions and anti-corruption 

and anti-money laundering government agencies at the domestic level in addition to the role 

of foreign governments and the law enforcement bodies of countries that receive these illegal 

products. 

  

                                                
89 Dorn, “East Meets West in Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorist Finance,” 103. 
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VII.   Conclusion  

 Large-scale logging and deforestation is a rising threat in Southeast Asia. The 

transnational dimension of the movement of illegal timber and the sophisticated approach to 

conceal the illicit proceeds of the industry has made it difficult for countries and their 

designated enforcement authorities to combat and deter the crime. Moreover, the 

participation of high-ranking corrupt officials throughout the industry chain has weakened the 

criminal justice system and impedes prosecution and penalization of those involved in the 

operation of the crime. The complete effectiveness of the AML approach will therefore also 

depend on an effective criminal justice system with checks and balance, which can ultimately 

act as a powerful deterrent to forestry crimes.  

 In an effort to analyze the AML approach in the Southeast Asia context, the paper 

concentrated on Indonesia and Malaysia; the countries in the region with the highest number 

of illegally exported timber and other forest products. the Indonesian and Malaysian case 

studies recognized the relationship between the illegal logging industry and domestic 

financial institutions that laundered illicit proceeds from the region to the offshore economy. 

The Indonesian case study particularly describes how the AML approach can be implemented 

into the domestic financial institutions to combat illegal logging in the country. Additionally, 

it also recognized the gaps in the criminal justice system as a result of corruption in 

prosecuting crimes in the forest sector. Consequently, the Malaysian case firstly illustrates 

how the implementation of a basic KYC and due diligence system can be effective in tracing 

the financial flows to the main operators of an illicit organization.  By drawing out the 

network of major criminal activities in the region and the PEPs involved in timber corruption 

and financial crimes, it highlighted the magnitude of the crossover over of crimes when high-

level state officials engage in illicit activities.  
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Both the Indonesian and Malaysian cases indicate that in order to curb forestry crimes 

through the AML approach, the cooperation of agencies both domestically and 

internationally is critical. The multifaceted approach will engage stakeholders throughout the 

industry chain and the justice system and promote accountability and transparency in 

detecting, investigating and ultimately prosecuted these crimes. Finally building a strong 

political will by the state to tackle corruption, to recognize the significant consequences of 

illegal logging and the resulting impact to the state’s economy, is pivotal in deterring the 

destruction of forests. Implementing the AML approach is only the first major step towards 

combating forestry crimes. Only by strengthening the agency of all the stakeholders involved, 

by upholding the guidelines proposed by different international conventions and by 

promoting the sustainable management of natural resources that countries can protect their 

forests and the populations threatened by the illicit forest industry.  
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Appendices 

 
Appendix A: Financial Action Task Force Recommendations and Guidelines 

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is an independent inter-governmental body 

that develops and promotes policies to protect the global financial system against money 

laundering, terrorist financing and the financing of proliferation of weapons of mass 

destruction. The FATF Recommendations are recognized as the global anti-money 

laundering (AML) and counter-terrorist financing (CFT) standard.90 However, since countries 

have different legal, financial and administrative systems with diverse operational 

procedures, all the FATF Recommendation cannot be implemented accurately to deter these 

threats. The FATF Recommendation primarily serves as a foundational framework that 

countries must integrate into their systems in order to (1) Identify credible risks and develop 

relevant policies through domestic coordination; (2) Recognize and combat money 

laundering, terrorist financing and the financing of proliferation; (3) Apply preventive 

measures for the financial sector and other designated sectors; (4) Establish powers and 

responsibilities for the competent authorities (e.g., investigative, law enforcement and 

supervisory authorities) and other institutional measures; (5) enhance the transparency and 

availability of beneficial ownership information of legal persons and arrangements; and (6) 

facilitate international cooperation. 

The FATF has provided 40 Recommendations integrated with a set of guidelines and 

best practices to guide countries, law enforcement and other relevant parties with the 

implementation of the FATF recommendation in to their respective systems. For the purpose 

of this paper the key FATF Recommendations used in the implementation and analysis of the 

AML approach are as follows: 

                                                
90 The Financial Action Task Force, “International Standards on Combating Money Laundering and the 
Financing of Terrorism & Proliferation,” (Paris: FATF, 2012-2018). 
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No.  
FATF Recommendation 

 

 
Brief Description 

A.1 
AML/CFT Policies and Coordination:  

Assessing Risk and Applying a Risk-
Based Approach 

 
Why and how to implement a risk-based 
approach to prevent or mitigate money 
laundering and terrorist financing are 
commensurate with the risks identified. 

 

B.3 Money Laundering and Confiscation: 
Money Laundering Offence 

 
Criminalizing money laundering 

offences and including a wide range of 
predicate offenses. 

 

D.10 Preventive Measures: 
Customer Due Diligence (CDD) 

 
When to undertake CDD and standard 

CDD measures. 
 

D.12 Preventive Measures: 
Politically Exposed Persons (PEP) 

 
Performing CDD measures to determine 
the involvement of a PEP and their close 
associates in related unlawful activities. 

 

D.20 Preventive Measures: 
Reporting of Suspicious Transactions 

 
Requirement and grounds to report 

suspicious financial activities. 
 

F.29 

 
Powers and Responsibilities of 

Competent Authorities and Other 
Institutional Measures: 

Financial Intelligence Units (FIU) 
 

Establishing a FIU and the roles and 
responsibilities of the agencies in 

adhering AML/CFT laws. 

F.31 

Powers and Responsibilities of 
Competent Authorities and Other 

Institutional Measures: 
Powers of law enforcement and 

investigative authorities 

 
Access to relevant documents and 

information for investigation, 
prosecution. Determining the role of the 

state in supporting the authorities 
through various regulatory mechanisms. 

 

G.37 International Cooperation 
Mutual Legal Assistance 

 
Adequate legal basis for providing 

assistance across member countries and 
necessary grounds to implement treaties, 

arrangements or other mechanisms to 
enhance cooperation. 
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Appendix B: The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species List of 

Endangered Species  

The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) is an 

international initiative that aims to regulate and monitor trade in species of fauna and flora 

that are believed to be vulnerable to over-exploitation and to control the international trade in 

certain critically endangered.91Roughly 5,800 species of animals and 30,000 species of plants 

are protected by CITES through their permitting system that consist of the three appendices. 

In Southeast Asia The tree species listed in the CITES Appendices that are the commercially-

exploited are ramin and agarwood both primarily found in Indonesia and Malaysia. 

Additionally, mahogany, rosewood, ebony wood and merbau are other rare species targeted 

in the region. The permitting system is a monitoring mechanism that can be essential in 

combating illegal logging. By following the trade and movement of wood across countries, 

CITES provides a paper trail to accompany each shipment and promotes transparency in 

forest governance.92 

These rare and endangered tree species have higher economic values due to their 

unique physical and chemical properties. The higher value generates higher incentives for 

illegal commercial harvesting and trade and the resulting increase in illegal logging and trade 

enhances the rarity and scarcity of the species, intensifying their threatened status and even 

driving them to extinction.93 Their threatened status has put some species under the 

protection of CITES to regulate and curb the illicit movement of endangered wood products. 

CITES was established on the principle of international cooperation and therefore, also serves 

as platform for countries to work together in combating the illegal trade. For example, when 

                                                
91 Chen Hin Keong, "CITES as a Tool in Combating Illegal Logging." The International Forestry Review 9, no. 
3 (2007): 805-10. 
92 ibid. 
93 Daniela Kleinschmit et al. “Illegal Logging and Related Timber Trade – Dimensions, Drivers, Impacts and 
Responses: A Global Scientific Rapid Response Assessment Report” International Union of Forest Research 
Organizations (IUFRO), (2016). 
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ramin was listed in the CITES Appendix, it directly prompted the main producer countries 

Malaysia and Indonesia, along with the main re-exporter country, Singapore, to seek regional 

co-operation to combat illegal ramin trade through the formation of a Tri-national Task Force 

on Ramin Trade.94  

Participation in the CITES convention is on a voluntary basis. Countries that join the 

convention are required to one or more Management Authorities in charge of administering 

that licensing system and one or more Scientific Authorities to advise them on the effects of 

trade on the status of the species.95 While CITES does not serve as a national law within a 

country it provides a regulatory framework that each participating party are required to abide 

and respect. This is often accomplished by adopting a country’s own domestic legislation to 

ensure that CITES is implemented at a national level.96  

 
 

 
 
  

                                                
94 Keong, Chen Hin, "CITES as a Tool in Combating Illegal Logging."  
95 “How CITES works” CITES, https://www.cites.org/eng/disc/how.php 
96 ibid 
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Appendix C: Key Indonesian and Malaysian Banking and Anti-Corruption Laws 

 
Excerpts of Key Indonesian Banking and AML Laws  
 

1.   Act Number 25 of 2003 imposes AML/CFT requirements on financial institutions. In 

2002 Indonesia enacted Law No. 15 of 2002 concerning the Crime of Money 

Laundering which was amended by Law Number 25 Year 2003 (the AML Law). The 

2002 and 2003 laws resulted in the formation and role of the PPATK.97  

2.   Article 38, Law No.35/2003 states that the evidence of the crime of money laundering 

should be (1) As intended in the Law of Criminal Proceedings; and (2) Other 

information in the form of information uttered, sent, received or saved in electronic 

form using optical devices and others alike.98 

3.   Article 17a, Law No.35/2003 concerning customer identity and the regulations 

associated with obtaining records and documents by financial service providers.99 

4.   Indonesia Regulation Number 3/10/PBI/2001100 concerning the application of Know 

Your Customer Principles. The aim of the application of these policies and procedures 

is to enable Banks to ascertain customer profiles and the characteristics of each 

customer transaction so that in turn the Bank is able to identify Suspicious 

Transactions and then report these transactions to the Financial Transaction Reporting 

and Analysis Center (PPATK).  

5.   Bank Indonesia Circular Letter No. 6/37/DPNP101Assessment and Imposition of 

Sanctions in regard to the Application of Know Your Customer Principles and Other 

Requirements Pertaining to the Law on Money Laundering Crime. The purpose of 

                                                
97 Indonesia: Law on Money Laundering (Law No. 15 of 2002, as amended by Law No. 25 of 2003) 
98 ibid 
99 ibid 
100 Bank Indonesia Regulation Number 3/10/PBI/2001  
101 Circular Letter No. 6/37/DPNP 
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assessment on the application of know your customer principles and other 

requirements pertaining to the AML Law (hereinafter referred to as Application of 

KYC and the AML Law) is to obtain a comprehensive view of the adequacy and 

effectiveness of application of KYC and the AML Law at each Commercial Bank.  

 
Malaysian MACC Legal Framework  
 
Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission Act 2009 (MACC) was established to make further 

and better provisions for the prevention of corruption to promote the integrity and 

accountability of public and private sector administration by constituting an independent and 

accountable anti-corruption body; and to educate public authorities, public officials and 

members of the public about corruption and its detrimental effects on public and private 

sector administration and on the community. The key functions of the officers of the 

commission is to detect and investigate any suspected activity under this act,  to examine the 

practices, systems and procedures of public bodies in order to facilitate the discovery of 

offences, to instruct, advise and assist any person, on the latter’s request, on ways in which 

corruption may be eliminated by such person; to advise heads of public bodies of any 

changes in practices, systems or procedures compatible with the effective discharge of the 

duties of the public bodies charged with corruption,  to educate the public against corruption; 

and  and to enlist and foster public support against corruption.102 

 
 
 
 

  

                                                
102Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission Act 2009, (Act 694). 
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Appendix D: Data Compilation for the 1MDB Case  

 
The legal documents, financial statements and personal correspondence that exposed 

the 1MDB scandal was provided by the key whistleblower, Xavier Justo. Xavier Andre Justo 

is a Swiss National who leaked several emails, legal documents, joint venture contracts 

obtained from PetroSaudi, where he served as a senior executive primarily in the facilitation 

of the Venezuela joint venture. The information provided by Justo was critical in bringing the 

scandal to light and recognizing the role of the former Prime Minister Najib Razak, 

Malaysian Businessman Jho Low, the directors of PetroSaudi and other major companies and 

individuals who participated in one the largest financial crimes in history. The information 

provided by Justo was published on two main media platforms, the Sarawak Report and the 

Edge Weekly.   

The Sarawak Report is an investigative journalism platform established by British 

journalist Clare Rewcastle to report the rampant deforestation and dispossession of the 

indigenous community of Sarawak. The Sarawak Report and its sister organization, Radio 

Free Sarawak became the main source of transparent information about the activates in the 

state for the local and national population. The investigation conducted by the Sarawak report 

lead to the revelation of former Sarawak Chief Minster, Taib Mahmud’s corrupt timber 

practices and ultimately to the Ex-Prime Minster Najib Razak himself. The vast amount of 

information gathered by the Sarawak Report put the media platform in the forefront of 

exposing the 1MDB Scandal and other associated corrupt unlawful activities. Based on the 

documents provided by Justo and additional informational gathered by the Sarawak Report 

team, in May 2015, Sarawak Report published a series of articles and related documents that 

showed how over a billion dollars of unexplained cash had been funneled back into Malaysia 

and into the Prime Minister’s own bank accounts.103 The list of e-mails, contracts and legal 

                                                
103 “About Us” Sarawak Report, http://www.sarawakreport.org/about/ 
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and financial documents associated to the 1MDB Scandal and the illegal logging industry in 

Sarawak is available in the Sarawak Report’s extensive databank. The groundbreaking 

investigative work undertaken by the Sarawak Report has be credited and cited by major 

international media platforms like the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Reuters and the 

Straits times.  

Finally, The Edge Weekly and the Edge Financial Daily, a business and financial 

news platforms also published a series of articles and reports on the 1MDB Scandal based on 

the documents provided by Justo and initial investigations conducted by the Sarawak Report. 

As a Malaysian based news media, the coverage by Edge was crucial in expanding the reach 

of the scandal to the citizens and revealing the prevalence of systematic corruption in the 

Malaysian political system. While the Malaysian government initially banned The Edge from 

publishing and blocked access to the Sarawak Report when the reports were first publicized, 

it mobilized the Malaysian authorities and its people to investigate and prosecute the corrupt 

officials who deprived the country of revenue careered towards the development of Malaysia.  
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Appendix E: Glossary of Key Financial Terms  
 
Alternative Remittance System (ARS): 
 
Alternative Remittance System are financial services, traditionally operating outside the 

conventional financial sector, where value or funds are moved from one geographic location 

to another. The remittance entity can be an ordinary shop selling goods that has an 

arrangement with a correspondent business in another country. There is usually no physical 

movement of currency and a lack of formality with regard to verification and record- 

keeping. The money transfer takes place by coded information that is passed through chits, 

couriers, letters, faxes, emails, text messages, or online chat systems, followed by some form 

of telecommunications confirmations.104 

 
Know Your Customer (KYC)   
 
KYC is conventionally a series of Anti-money laundering policies and procedures that are 

used by traditionally by financial service providers to determine the true identity of a 

customer and the type of activity that is “normal and expected,” and to detect activity that is 

“unusual” for a particular customer.105 The implementation of a robust KYC structure can be 

essential in tracing suspicious activities of a client or customer and developing his/her 

associated networks in order to detect other sources of illicit financial transactions.    

 
Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU)  
 
A FIU is a  central national agency responsible for receiving, analyzing, and transmitting 

disclosures on suspicious transactions to appropriate authorities.106 The FATF 

recommendations state that countries should establish an FIU based on these three core 

function and also contain other services that are an extension of these functions. While FIUs 

                                                
104 Matteo, “Alternative Remittance Systems and Terrorism Financing”  
105 “AML Glossary of Terms” ACAMS, https://www.acams.org/aml-glossary/index-t/ 
106 ibid 
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vary in many ways, FIU’s share a core definition which is to serves as national center for the 

collection, analysis, and dissemination of information regarding money laundering and the 

financing of terrorism.107 

 

Islamic Finance  

Islamic finance refers to financial activities that conforms to the Sharia Law that forbids 

making money from money. The key principles that guide Islamic Finance are (1) the 

prohibition of interest on financial transactions (2)  linking finances to real assets 

(materiality), (3) The prohibition of engagement in immoral or ethically problematic 

businesses (weapons manufacturing or alcohol production) (4) Sharing of risks between 

financial institutions and the entities that participate in Islamic Finance.108 Islamic finance 

can be categorized into five main practices, Ijara, Ijara-wa-iqtina, Mudarba. Murabaha and 

Musharaka.109 Ijara and Ijara-wa-iqtina are leasing agreements where the bank purchases an 

items from a customer and then leases it back for a specific timeframe. However, in the latter 

the customer has the choice to buyback the leased item at the termination of the contract.  

Mudarba refers to an investment through a third part financial entity which allows the bank 

and the customer to share profits. Murabaha is the practice that allows customers to take out 

non-interest loan. It is implemented by purchasing an item from the bank, which is sold back 

to the customer based on certain carryover terms and conditions. Finally, Musharaka is an 

investment partnership with established profit sharing terms where the losses are related to 

the amount invested.110 

  

                                                
107 International Monetary Fund, Financial Intelligence Units: An Overview, (Washington DC: IMF, 2004). 
108 Abayomi A. Alawode, “Islamic Finance” The World Bank, March 31, 2015, 
http://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/financialsector/brief/islamic-finance. 
109 Warwick-Ching. “Beginners’ Guide to Islamic Finance.”  
110 ibid. 
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Political Exposed Person (PEP)  
 
According to the FATF recommendations, a PEP is an individual who has been entrusted 

with prominent public functions in a foreign country, such as a head of state, senior 

politician, senior government official, judicial or military official, senior executive of a state-

owned corporation or important political party official, as well as their families and close 

associates. Based on a country’s regulation the definition of PEP can also include domestic 

and foreign individuals. The definition of PEPs is not intended to cover middle ranking or 

more junior individuals in the foregoing categories.111 

 
Predicate Offences or Crimes 

A predicate offence or crime is “Specified unlawful activities” whose proceeds, if involved in 

the subject transaction, can give rise to prosecution for money laundering. Most anti-money 

laundering laws contain a wide definition or listing of such underlying crimes. Predicate 

crimes are sometimes defined as felonies or “all offenses in the criminal code.”112 

 
Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR)  

According to the Financial Action Task Force ‘s (FATF) Recommendation, a suspicious 

transaction report (STR) or a suspicious activity report (SAR) is filed by a financial 

institution or, by a concerned citizen, to the national FIU under reasonable grounds that a 

transaction is related to criminal activity. Generally, the entity who reports the a suspicious 

activity assess the suspicion based on the risk-based approach for customer due diligence, 

real-time payment screening, transaction and behavioral monitoring to identify changes in the 

respondent’s transaction risk profile.113 

                                                
111 The Financial Action Task Force, “International Standards on Combating Money Laundering and the 
Financing of Terrorism & Proliferation,” 
112 “AML Glossary of Terms” ACAMS. 
113 Jx Low, “Suspicious Transaction Report (STR) / Suspicious Activity Report (SAR)” AML-CFT, September 
6, 2017https://aml-cft.net/library/suspicious-transaction-report-str-suspicious-activity-report-sar/ 
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Transfer Pricing  

Transfer pricing is the practice of setting the price of a good sold within a relevant industry in 

order to value transactions between affiliated enterprises of the supply chain. It is integrated 

under the same management at artificially high or low levels in order to effect an unspecified 

income payment or capital transfer between those enterprises.114 For example, in the timber 

industry, transfer pricing is implemented through the undervaluation of the price of products 

that are sold and exported. This is accomplished by setting the price of logs at export lower 

than the market rate, which is sold to a company in an intermediary country and then sold to 

the importing country at full value.115  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
114 The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and Tax Administrations 2017 (Paris: OECD, 2017)  
115 Clare Barden. “Combating the Illegal Timber Trade – Is There Are Role for ITTO?” Green Globe Yearbook 
of International Co -operation on Environment and Development, (1994): 55-65. 
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